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In the debate over evidence-based treatments (EBTs) for
youth, one question is central: Do EBTs produce better
outcomes than the usual interventions employed in clinical
care? The authors addressed this question through a metaanalysis of 32 randomized trials that directly compared
EBTs with usual care. EBTs outperformed usual care.
Effects fell within the small to medium range at posttreatment, increasing somewhat at follow-up. EBT superiority
was not reduced by high levels of youth severity or by
inclusion of minority youths. The findings underscore a
need for improved study designs and detailed treatment
descriptions. In the future, the EBT versus usual care genre
can inform the search for the most effective interventions
and guide treatment selection in clinical care.
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I

n contemporary psychology, few topics have generated
more intense discussion and debate than the pros and
cons of evidence-based treatments (EBTs)—that is,
treatments supported by empirical evidence. Proponents of
EBTs argue that interventions showing beneficial effects in
outcome research should be taught and used in preference
to interventions that have not been tested and shown to be
effective (see, e.g., Calhoun, Moras, Pilkonis, & Rehm,
1998; Chambless et al., 1998; Chambless & Hollon, 1998;
Chorpita, 2003; Lonigan & Elbert, 1998). Similar recommendations have come from the National Institute of Mental Health (National Advisory Mental Health Council
Workgroup on Child and Adolescent Mental Health Intervention and Deployment, 2001), the Office of the Surgeon
General (1999, 2004), and the President’s New Freedom
Commission on Mental Health (2003). In principle, it
seems reasonable to favor interventions that have been
tested empirically and shown to work. However, concerns
have been raised about these interventions and the evidence
base on which they rest.
Opponents of the growing emphasis on EBTs argue
that these structured, manual-guided treatments have
significant limitations that undermine their effectiveness
in usual clinical practice contexts. Various writers have
suggested that EBTs (a) have been developed and tested
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with relatively simple, often subclinical, cases and thus
may not work well with the complex and severe cases
seen in usual clinical care; (b) have been designed for
single problems or diagnoses and thus may not work
well with comorbidity, which is common in usual clinical care; (c) are so protocol driven that they make it
hard to individualize treatment to meet distinctive client
needs; (d) are so formulaic that they constrain therapist
creativity in addressing unusual or unexpected events in
clients’ lives; and (e) are so lacking in spontaneity and
flexibility that they interfere with rapport building and
the development of a good therapeutic relationship. Several of the concerns reflect the view that EBTs may not
be well-suited to the challenge of treating clinically
referred individuals in the context of usual clinical care
(see examples of such concerns discussed in Addis &
Krasnow, 2000; Addis & Waltz, 2002; Garfield, 1996;
Havik & VandenBos, 1996; Strupp & Anderson, 1997;
Westen, Novotny, & Thompson-Brenner, 2004a, 2004b).
Concerns have also been raised by experts on culture and
ethnicity that EBTs may not have been adequately
adapted for and may not work well with members of
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ethnic minority groups (see, e.g., Bernal & ScharrónDel-Rı́o, 2001; Gray-Little & Kaplan, 2000; Hall, 2001;
Sue, 2003).
The debate over the strengths and limitations of EBTs
has genuine value for the field—indeed, for all who have a
stake in good mental health care. It is clearly important to
understand both the ways in which EBTs may offer advantages in clinical care and the ways in which the characteristics of EBTs and their evidence base may fail to reflect
realities of clinical care or fall short in other ways (see, e.g.,
Weisz, Doss, & Hawley, 2005). However, it is also important to note that much of the debate over EBTs is focused
on a central question that has not, to our knowledge, been
directly addressed in any systematic review: When EBTs
and usual care (UC) are directly compared with one another, does one form of treatment produce superior outcomes? In the present article, we address this question,
which lies at the heart of the debate over the clinical utility
and effectiveness of EBTs. We reasoned that if direct,
randomized comparisons show that EBTs produce effects
inferior to those of usual clinical care, such a finding would
support concerns raised by critics and would undermine the
argument that EBTs should be taught and used instead of
UC. Indeed, proponents of evidence could hardly argue that
EBTs should be favored over UC if the evidence from
direct comparisons showed that UC produced superior outcomes. However, if EBTs, despite the limitations that have
been attributed to them in previous literature, are found to
produce clinical outcomes superior to those of UC, such a
finding would support those who propose increased training in and clinical use of EBTs.
Comparing outcomes of EBTs and UC is relevant to
therapy for clients across a broad age range, encompassing
children and adolescents (herein referred to as youths) as
672

well as adults. However, combining studies of youths and
adults within the same review may not be ideal, given the
many differences in clinical care between youths and
adults— differences that might influence the effectiveness
of EBTs and the outcomes of EBT-versus-UC comparisons. To illustrate, in contrast to adults, boys and girls
rarely refer themselves for treatment. Instead, most youth
referrals are made by parents and other adults (see, e.g.,
Yeh & Weisz, 2001); such referrals, in contrast to adult
self-referrals, tend to be prompted by unusually high levels
of youth dysfunction, often with high levels of comorbidity
(see, e.g., Angold, Costello, & Erkanli, 1999) and high
levels of parent and family stress (see, e.g., Hammen,
Rudolph, Weisz, Burge, & Rao, 1999), which lead to
unpredictable turns of events across successive therapy
sessions (see, e.g., Weisz, Southam-Gerow, Gordis, &
Connor-Smith, 2003). No-show and dropout risks are significant (see, e.g., Kazdin, 1996), compounded by the fact
that both child and parent must be engaged to sustain
treatment attendance, and evidence indicates that outcomes
in youth psychotherapy, unlike those in adult therapy, are
influenced by both youth and parent alliance with the
therapist (see, e.g., Hawley & Weisz, 2005). Thus, several
of the reality factors said to put EBTs at significant risk of
failure in usual clinical care— high severity, comorbidity,
stressful life circumstances, unexpected changes in the
client or situation across successive therapy sessions, and
the need for a strong working alliance to maintain attendance and foster good outcomes—are especially pronounced and have a distinctive character in youth therapy.
If these factors do, in fact, undermine the effectiveness of
EBTs, as the literature cited above suggests, then EBTs
may be particularly ineffective in the context of youth
intervention. Thus, youth intervention appears to be an
appropriate context for an initial direct comparison of
EBTs versus UC.
Another reason to focus initially on youth therapy is
that the effects of usual clinical care appear to have been
reviewed more systematically for youth therapy than for
adult therapy. A narrative review of research on UC for
youth (Weisz, Weiss, & Donenberg, 1992) and meta-analytic reviews reporting effect size (ES) statistics for UC
versus control groups (e.g., Weisz, 2004; Weisz & Jensen,
2001) have not produced a very positive picture. Although
the number of comparisons available in the literature is
modest (N ⫽ 14 in the most recent analysis), the average
effect in those comparisons has hovered near zero, suggesting no benefit of UC, on average. By contrast, the mean ES
in hundreds of studies of structured, mostly manual-guided
treatments for youth tested in randomized trials (reviewed
in Weisz et al., 2005) have hovered within the range of 0.50
to 0.80, commonly used cutpoints for medium and large
effects, respectively (Cohen, 1988). In related work, Weersing and Weisz (2002) used a benchmarking strategy to
compare outcomes for depressed youths treated in community clinic UC with outcomes for depressed youths in
clinical trials of cognitive– behavioral therapy (CBT); in
general, the UC outcomes more closely approximated those
of control groups than treatment groups in the CBT trials.
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At first blush, the contrast between the near-null effects found for UC studies and the medium to large effects
found in studies of structured, protocol-guided treatments
for youth may appear to suggest that the more structured,
manual-guided treatments are more effective than usual
clinical care. However, there are good reasons to be cautious about such a conclusion. First, as noted above and in
previous reports, the conditions in which UC is usually
carried out and tested differ markedly from the conditions
of treatment in conventional randomized trials, along multiple dimensions, and in ways that could make treatment
effects more difficult to demonstrate in UC than in randomized trials (see, e.g., Costello, Angold, & Burns, 1996;
Garland et al., 2001; Hammen et al., 1999; Jensen &
Weisz, 2002; Southam-Gerow, Weisz, & Kendall, 2003;
Weisz, 2004; Weisz et al., 1992, 2005; Yeh et al., 2002).
For example, the participants in UC are typically clinically
referred cases, often quite complex and with substantial
comorbidity, whereas the participants in the experimental
trials have often been recruited to fit a specific profile and
are likely to be less complex and show lower levels of
comorbidity, family stress, and financial disadvantage. Clients in randomized trials, unlike clients in UC, often receive financial and other incentives for participation and
attendance and often for homework completion. Therapists
in randomized trials typically learn only one specific treatment protocol and treat only one specific type of client,
whereas therapists in UC typically treat a highly diverse
clientele (e.g., 5– 8 youths with different diagnoses in a
single workday) and use a wide range of interventions. In
general, treatment in randomized trials has tended to occur
under more ideal experimenter-controlled efficacy trial
conditions, whereas treatment in UC studies has tended to
take place under the more challenging conditions of everyOctober 2006 ● American Psychologist

day care, within which it might be more difficult to demonstrate beneficial effects.
Given the substantial differences between randomized
efficacy trial conditions and UC conditions, comparing the
findings of randomized efficacy trials with the findings of
completely separate studies of UC cannot provide the most
compelling evidence on the relative effects of the two sets
of treatments with youth. This is certainly true for the
question of whether EBTs and UC differ in their effects.
The most appropriate way to address that question is
through studies in which youths in a common pool of
participants are randomly assigned to receive either UC or
an EBT intervention—that is, an intervention that has
shown evidence of beneficial effects in prior testing. In the
present article, we report the results of a meta-analysis
focused exclusively on studies that compared outcomes
achieved by groups randomly assigned to UC or EBT
conditions. We initially defined both UC and EBT as
broadly as was feasible, to ensure the most complete and
representative sample of studies possible. After an initial
comparison using the most inclusive sample of studies, we
carried out a series of analyses using increasingly restrictive inclusion criteria, and we explored various candidate
explanations for the findings, focusing on characteristics of
the youths treated, the treatments provided, the therapists
who delivered the treatments, and characteristics of the
intervention context within which UC and the EBTs were
carried out.

Method
Literature Review
The search process for this project was carried out as part
of a larger review of the youth treatment outcome literature. To identify relevant studies, we first searched standard
computerized databases for outcome studies that were reported between 1965 and December 2004. Our start date
may warrant explanation: Although EBTs were not formally identified as such until many years after 1965, outcome studies were conducted in the mid-1960s for treatments that would later be designated EBTs, and our search
did, in fact, identify trials in the early 1970s that were
specifically relevant to the present meta-analysis (see Table
1). We used PsycINFO, applying 21 psychotherapy-related
key terms (e.g., psychother-, counseling, treatment) used in
our previous youth psychotherapy meta-analyses (Weisz,
Weiss, Alicke, & Klotz, 1987; Weisz, Weiss, Han,
Granger, & Morton, 1995), and we used MEDLINE via
PubMed, the principal bibliographic database of the National Library of Medicine. PubMed uses a controlled
vocabulary indexing system (Medical Subject Headings,
also called MeSH) that provides a consistent way to retrieve citations from publishers who may use different
keywords for the same concepts; we used mental disorders,
with the following search limits: clinical trial, child (3–18
years), published in English, and human subjects. In addition to these database searches, we surveyed published
reviews and meta-analyses of the youth psychotherapy
literature to identify studies not found in PsycINFO or
673

chological problems or maladaptive behavior, (b) random
assignment of participants to treatment conditions, (c)
mean participant age of 3–18 years, and (d) posttreatment
assessment of the psychological problem(s) or maladaptive
behavior for which participants were selected and treated.
The random assignment requirement ruled out numerous
studies but seemed essential to a fair test. When separate
articles were published from the same data set (e.g., separate reports of posttreatment and follow-up findings), these
were combined for analysis as a single study. Our final
sample consisted of 32 studies (23 published articles and 9
dissertations), with 39 EBT versus UC comparisons (see
Table 1).
Coding Procedures and Intercoder Reliability
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MEDLINE (e.g., Compton, Burns, Egger, & Robertson,
2002; Durlak, Fuhrman, & Lampman, 1991; Farmer,
Compton, Burns, & Robertson, 2002). We also followed
reference trails of reviewed studies, and we screened studies suggested by investigators in the field. Finally, to identify studies of acceptable methodological quality that had
not undergone publication review (see McLeod & Weisz,
2004), we searched Dissertation Abstracts and PsycINFO
for dissertations using the same search terms we used for
the published literature search.
Criteria for Study Inclusion and Resulting
Pool of Studies
We examined published youth psychotherapy outcome
studies and unpublished dissertations identified by the procedures noted above to identify all studies that involved a
comparison of an EBT to a UC condition. EBTs were
defined (broadly, for our initial set of analyses) as treatments that had been included in at least one list of treatments showing beneficial effects (Lonigan & Elbert, 1998;
Nathan & Gorman, 1998, 2002; Roth & Fonagy, 1996,
2004; Silverman & Hinshaw, in press; Weisz, Hawley, &
Doss, 2004). UC was defined as psychotherapy, counseling, or case management provided as part of the regular
services of providers, agencies, organizations, programs, or
facilities for youth. Studies in which the authors permitted
control participants to seek outside services or provided
them with lists of community providers were only included
if the authors either facilitated participants’ use of these
services (e.g., arranged intake appointments) or established
that an equivalent proportion of UC and EBT participants
(i.e., not differing by more than 10%) received services.
In addition, the studies were required to meet the
following criteria: (a) selection of participants with psy674

After acceptable studies had been identified, we coded
several study characteristics. To establish interrater reliability for these codes, we had 30 randomly selected studies from the larger outcome literature review independently
coded by three project coders: one postdoctoral fellow who
served as the master coder and two clinical psychology
graduate student coders. Reliability was then computed by
comparing the ratings of each of the coders with those of
the master coder, with mean kappa statistics computed
across coders for categorical codes and mean two-way
random-effects intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs),
based on absolute agreement, computed for continuous
codes. Quality and clarity of reporting was highly variable
across studies, so reliabilities on some variables were less
than optimal. For variables with reliabilities falling at or
below  ⫽ .60 or ICC ⫽ .60 (see Cicchetti & Sparrow,
1981; Landis & Koch, 1977), two coders completed consensus coding for all studies in the sample.
Study samples, target problem, and
comorbidity. We coded the sample size of treatment
and control groups (ICC ⫽ .99), age at treatment onset
(ICC ⫽ .99), gender (percentage of boys: mean ICC ⫽
.99), ethnicity (ICC ⫽ .99), type of target problem identified in the study as what the treatment was intended to
ameliorate (e.g., conduct problems, depression;  ⫽ .91),
whether the participants had diagnosed comorbidities ( ⫽
.86; note that study years spanned different diagnostic
systems and even included years prior to widespread use of
any diagnostic system), and how participants were brought
into the study (recruited, clinically referred, or court referred;  ⫽ .71). To identify the measures to be used in the
analyses, we also coded whether each study measure was a
measure of the study target problem ( ⫽ .73).
Treatment settings, participants, and
treatment characteristics. Coders noted whether
the treatment took place in a research setting versus a
real-world clinical care setting ( ⫽ .53; because this
reliability was somewhat low, two coders consensus coded
this item for all studies in the sample), who the primary
participants or targets of the intervention were (e.g., youths,
parents, families;  ⫽ .60), and what the theoretical orientation of the treatment was (e.g., operant, respondent or
exposure based, cognitive– behavioral, eclectic or multiple
interventions, case management;  ⫽ .75). Each treatment
October 2006 ● American Psychologist
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Conduct
problems
Delinquency
Delinquency

Guarton (1992)b

Hawkins, Jenson, Catalano, & Wells
(1991)

Henggeler, Borduin, Melton, Mann, Smith,
Hall, et al. (1991); Henggeler, Melton,
& Smith (1992); Henggeler, Melton,
Smith, Schoenwald, & Hanley (1993)

Grant (1988)b

56

141

18

26

13

64

Conduct
problems
Conduct
problems
Delinquency

136

Delinquency

Fleming (1982)b

Emshoff & Blakely (1983); Davidson,
Redner, Blakely, Mitchell, & Emshoff
(1987)
Fleischman (1982)

24

Delinquency

15.2

15.5

10.56

15.8

11.75

7.5

14.2

14.5

14.9

14

79

Borduin, Henggeler, Blaske, & Stein
(1990)
Chamberlain & Reid (1998); Eddy &
Chamberlain (2000); Eddy, Whaley, &
Chamberlain (2004)
Davidson (1976)b

54

17

14

Delinquency

Bank, Marlowe, Reid, Patterson, &
Weinrott (1991)

39

14.5

Mean age
(years)

16

Substance abuse

Aubrey (1998)b

59

na

Delinquency:
sexual offenses
Delinquency

Delinquency

Target problem

Alexander & Parsons (1973); Klein,
Alexander, & Parsons (1977); Parsons &
Alexander (1973)

Study

Table 1
Characteristics of Individual Studies Included in the Meta-Analysis

77

73

87

100

100

Not
provided

83

91.7

100

100

100

78

44.2

% male

Oregon Parent
Management
TrainingA,C,D,E
Anger management
trainingD,E and UC
Problem-solving
trainingC,D,E and UC
Anger control
trainingA,D,E and UC
Problem-solving
trainingC,D,E and UC
Cognitive–behavioral
skills trainingC,D,E and
UC
MSTA,B,C,E

Motivational
interviewingc
feedbackD and UC
Oregon Parent
Management
TrainingA,C,D,E
Multisystemic therapy
(MST)A,B,C,E
Multidimensional
treatment foster
careA,B,C,D,E
Behavioral contractingE
and UC
Behavioral contractingE
and advocacy

Behavioral family systems
therapy (later renamed
functional family
therapy)A,B,C,E

Type of EBT

0.52

0.72

⫺0.51

⫺0.86

⫺0.25

0.48

0.00

0.00

0.40

0.42

0.83

0.11

(table continues)

Usual probation services

Usual correctional
facility care

Usual day treatment and
attention control

Usual inpatient care
and attention control
Usual residential care

Usual outpatient therapy

Usual probation services

Usual probation services

Usual residential care

Usual outpatient therapy

Usual outpatient therapy

0.36

Usual outpatient therapy
(psychodynamic
family therapy)
Usual outpatient therapy

0.31

0.17

Mean ES

Usual outpatient therapy
(client-centered family
groups)

Type of UC
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46
30

Depression
Conduct
problems

Kerfoot, Harrington, Rogers, & Verduyn
(2004)
Luk, Staiger, Mathai, Field, & Adler
(1998); Luk, Staiger, Mathai, Wong,
Birleson, & Adler (2001)

30

Delinquency

Depression
Conduct
problems

Mufson et al. (2004)

Patterson, Chamberlain, & Reid (1982)

19

63

130

Delinquency

Mann, Borduin, Henggeler, & Blaske
(1990); Borduin, Mann, Cone,
Henggeler, Fucci, Blaske, & Williams
(1995)
Morris (1981)b

33

Conduct
problems

Kazdin, Esveldt-Dawson, French, & Unis
(1987b)

34

Conduct
problems

50

114

Delinquency and
substance
abuse
Conduct
problems

140

na

Delinquency

Target problem

Kazdin, Esveldt-Dawson, French, & Unis
(1987a)

Henggeler, Melton, Brondino, Scherer, &
Hanley (1997)
Henggeler, Pickrel, Brondino, & Crouch
(1996); Brown, Henggeler, Schoenwald,
Brondino, & Pickrel (1999); Henggeler,
Pickrel, & Brondino (1999)
Jarden (1995)b

Study

Table 1 (continued)

6.80

15.10

14.75

14.8

8.6

13.9

10.9

10.1

13.5

15.7

15.2

Mean age
(years)

69

16

100

67.5

62.5

53.8

80.4

77.5

100

79

81.9

% male

Interpersonal therapy for
adolescentsA,E
Oregon Parent
Management
TrainingA,C,D,E

Anger control programD,E
and UC

Usual correctional
facility behavioral
treatment
Usual correctional
facility behavioral
treatment and
attention control
Usual school-based
treatment
Usual outpatient therapy

Usual outpatient therapy

Usual outpatient therapy

Routine social services

Usual inpatient care
and attention control

Usual inpatient care
and attention control

Usual residential care

Usual probation services

MSTA,B,C,E

Problem-solving skills
trainingA,B,C,D,E and
UC
Problem-solving skills
trainingA,B,C,D,E and
generalization
component and UC
Oregon Parent
Management
TrainingA,C,D,E and
problem-solving skills
trainingA,B,C,D,E and
UC
Problem-solving skills
trainingA,B,C,D,E and
UC
Cognitive–behavior
therapyE and UC
Modified parent–child
cognitive–behavior
therapyA,D,E
Behavioral family systems
therapyE
MSTA,B,C,E

Usual probation services

Type of UC

MSTA,B,C,E

Type of EBT

0.52

0.43

0.44

0.27

0.74

⫺0.92

0.00

⫺0.07

1.12

0.99

0.44

0.12

⫺0.09

0.35

Mean ES
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Conduct
problems
Delinquency

Anxiety and low
self-esteem

Conduct
problems
Conduct
problems
Conduct
problems
Delinquency

Snyder & White (1979)

Spence & Marzillier (1981)

Stevens & Pihl (1982)

Taylor, Schmidt, Pepler, & Hodgins (1998)

Van de Wiel, Matthys, Cohen-Kettenis, &
Van Engeland (2003)
Vinick (1983)b
16

15.47

36
44

10.5

5.6

12.5

13

15.5

15.1

Mean age
(years)

68

32

32

74

15

43

na

100

Not
reported
100

74.1

64.6

100

60

81.8

% male

Webster-Stratton’s
(1992) Parents and
Children Videotape
SeriesA,E
Utrecht coping power
programA,C,D,E
Group assertiveness
trainingE and UC
Assertiveness trainingE
and UC

Cognitive–behavioral
coping skills
trainingA,D,E

Multisystemic family
preservation (variant of
MST)A,B,C,E
Contingency awareness
groupE and UC
Cognitive self-instruction
trainingD,E and UC
Social skills trainingE and
UC

Type of EBT

Usual inpatient care
and study hall
Usual correctional
facility care

Usual outpatient therapy

0.38

Usual residential care
and attention control
Usual school-based
treatment. Some UC
participants received
transactional analysis,
others just talked
about problems of
being new in high
school.
Usual outpatient therapy

0.27

0.21

0.06

0.51

0.00

0.33

1.39

0.25

0.13

Mean ES

Usual residential care

Usual residential care
and attention control

Usual probation services

Type of UC

Note. Positive ES values indicate superior effects of the EBT; all ES values incorporate Hedges’s correction for small sample size. EBT ⫽ evidence-based treatment; UC ⫽ usual care; ES ⫽ effect size. Footnotes called
out with capital letters denote sources used to determine which treatments qualified as EBTs for the meta-analysis: ASpecial issue of Journal of Clinical Child Psychology (Lonigan et al., 1998) and special issue of Journal
of Clinical Child and Adolescent Psychology (Silverman & Hinshaw, in press); BBlueprints for Violence Prevention (Elliott, 1998); C Nathan & Gorman (1998, 2002); DRoth & Fonagy (1996, 2004); EWeisz, Hawley,
& Doss (2004).
a
Sample size reflects the number of participants included when computing effect sizes at posttreatment. As the number of participants sometimes varied across outcome measures, these sample sizes are averaged
across all measures included. b Indicates dissertations. cRoth & Fonagy (1996) described motivational interviewing as an evidence-based treatment for adult, not adolescent, substance abuse.

Whittington (1982)b

Delinquency

Target problem

Scherer, Brondino, Henggeler, Melton, &
Hanley (1994)

Study

Table 1 (continued)

condition was also coded as to whether its description
indicated that (a) therapists received pretherapy training in
the specific therapy techniques that were used in the study
( ⫽ .94), (b) adherence checks were used (including
therapist supervision;  ⫽ .74), and (c) a treatment manual
or equivalent documentation was used ( ⫽ .71). Treatment conditions were coded for format by noting whether
the treatment was delivered via individual, group, or both
individual and group sessions ( ⫽ .80); whether clients
received homework ( ⫽ .67); and which form(s) of treatment contact were involved (i.e., contact between target
youth and therapist, youth’s parent(s) and therapist, youth’s
family and therapist, youth’s teacher and therapist;  ⫽
.60). Finally, treatment dose was coded in terms of total
number of sessions (ICC ⫽ .98), total weeks of treatment
(ICC ⫽ .97), average length of sessions (ICC ⫽ .99), and
total hours in treatment (ICC ⫽ .99).
Therapists. Therapist degree (high school diploma, bachelor’s degree, master’s degree, or doctoral degree), professional discipline (paraprofessional, social
work, psychology, or psychiatry), and vocation (practicing
mental health clinician, graduate student or researcher, or
paraprofessional) were coded. Because many studies used
therapists from multiple categories, we coded the percentage of therapists falling into each degree and professional
discipline category (ICCs ⫽ .85 for degree, .71 for professional discipline, and .56 for professional vocation).
Weeks to follow-up. We also coded the number of weeks between the beginning of a study and follow-up assessments (ICC ⫽ .94). In the EBT versus UC
research genre, treatment duration is typically not equated
across groups because UC cannot be constrained and still
be usual. Thus, the end-of-treatment time point may represent highly variable amounts of time in treatment. Accordingly, we calculated follow-up time from beginning of
treatment, so the calculation would begin at the same time
point in treatment for all participants.
ES Calculation Procedures and Reliability
ES values were calculated separately for each target problem outcome measure at posttreatment and then averaged
for each study. The ES used was Cohen’s (1988) d, the
posttherapy difference between the UC and EBT group
means divided by the pooled standard deviation across both
groups. All ESs were calculated such that positive values
implied an advantage for the EBT condition over the UC
condition. In addition, all ES values were adjusted using
Hedges’ small sample correction (Hedges & Olkin, 1985),
which yields an unbiased estimator of ES.
When means, standard deviations, or other information needed for our calculations was not reported in an
article or dissertation, we contacted the author(s) to obtain
the information needed for ES estimation directly. The data
needed to calculate or estimate ES were reported or obtained for all studies; however, for two of the studies, we
were unable to estimate ES for some of the measures, so
those measures were not included in the analyses. ESs were
independently generated by five graduate students using the
ES computer program (Shadish, Robinson, & Lu, 1999).
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Interrater agreement among the five coders on 30 randomly
selected studies, assessed via ICC, was .88. ES values were
checked for outliers on the basis of Bollen’s (1989) definition of outliers as those ES values lying beyond the first
gap of at least one standard deviation between adjacent ES
values in a positive or negative direction; there were no
such outliers.
Overview of Data-Analytic and Reporting
Procedures
Reporting ES means. We pooled ES values up
to the most conservative level appropriate for each test. For
example, in calculating the overall EBT versus UC ES, we
collapsed across treatment groups and averaged across all
measures to produce a single ES mean for each study.
However, in computing ES means for different treatment
characteristics, we retained a single ES mean for each
EBT–UC comparison rather than collapsing up to the study
level.
Adjusting for heterogeneity of variance.
We analyzed our data using a weighted least squares
(WLS) approach. Each ES was weighted by the inverse of
its variance (Hedges & Olkin, 1985), thereby adjusting for
heterogeneity of variance across individual observations.
Test of homogeneity. A homogeneity analysis
(Hedges & Olkin, 1985) was conducted to test the assumption that all the ES values were estimating the same population mean and to inform a decision about whether to use
random versus fixed effects analyses (see below). This test
was marginally significant, Q(31) ⫽ 43.63, p ⫽ .07, suggesting that the youth psychotherapy studies might not
estimate common ES parameters (i.e., not all of the
EBT–UC comparisons show the same results).
Random-effects versus fixed-effects analyses. As recommended by Hedges and Vevea (1998),
the decision to use fixed or random-effects models was
undertaken by considering both the types of inference we
wished to make and the homogeneity of ES parameters.
Random-effects models are appropriate for analyses that
involve a heterogeneous set of ESs from which the analyst
wishes to make inferences about a population of studies
beyond the observed sample of studies. Because we wished
to support inferences about the relative efficacy of EBTs
and UC in the general population of youth mental health
treatment studies and because homogeneity was rejected in
our analyses, we used a random-effects approach.
Estimated power and planned analyses.
Power was estimated for random-effects tests of mean ESs
and mixed-effects tests of moderators. Tests of three different parameters were considered: the mean ES for all
studies or a subset of studies at one level of a dichotomous
moderator, the difference in mean ES between two such
subsets, and the unstandardized regression slope for a continuous moderator. Power estimates were derived following Hedges and Pigott’s (2001) Equation 24 and their
(2004) Equations 35 and 69, respectively. Namely, each
test is a large-sample z test of a single parameter, and its
power depends on the test’s significance level and directionality, the null- (H0) and alternative-hypothetical (H1)
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values of the focal parameter (i.e., ES mean, mean difference, or slope), and the standard error of the estimated
parameter. To most closely approximate the power of each
test, we based computations on a standard error derived
from the conditional variances and variance component
estimate used in that test. For all tests, we specified a
two-sided test at ␣ ⫽ .05 and an H0 value of 0. Finally, we
specified H1 values of 0.50 for the mean ES and difference
in mean ESs; the H1 slope value was specified as 0.02 for
publication year and percentage of participants who are
Caucasian and as 0.05 for dose difference and number of
weeks until follow-up. We present results for analyses with
estimated power between 0.74 and 1.00 to detect the abovenoted H1 values.
Analytic procedures. For comparisons of EBT
and UC group characteristics, we used McNemar’s (1947)
test for categorical variables (e.g., whether a treatment
manual was used) and paired t tests for continuous variables (e.g., number of sessions). For comparison of ES
values to 0, we used SPSS macros that generate z tests
based on the absolute value of the mean ES divided by the
standard error of the mean ES (Wilson, 2003). To investigate potential moderators of ES, we used a Q statistic
analog to analysis of variance (ANOVA) for categorical
variables and a Q statistic modified weighted regression
approach for continuous variables (Lipsey & Wilson,
2001). All analyses were conducted using maximum likelihood, random-effects models weighted by the inverse of
the variance. These moderator analyses were again done at
the most conservative level appropriate to each test, with
study-level moderators tested using one ES per study and
group-level moderators tested using EBT versus UC comparisons. Finally, we used a paired t test for the withinstudy comparison of posttreatment and follow-up ESs.

Results
Study Characteristics
Table 1 shows sample characteristics and ES values for the
full set of 32 studies. Of these, 17 focused on the treatment
of delinquency and/or substance abuse, 12 on conduct
problems, and 3 on internalizing problems. The mean age
of participants across studies was 13.2 years (SD ⫽ 2.9),
and the mean percentage of males was 80.1 (SD ⫽ 20.0).
Twenty-seven (75.0%) of the 36 EBTs tested were
behaviorally oriented (e.g., behavioral contracting, social
skills training, CBT, parent management training, behavioral family systems therapy, problem-solving skills training). Seven (19.4%) studies tested multisystem approaches,
including multisystemic therapy (n ⫽ 6, the most frequently tested treatment in our sample) and multidimensional treatment foster care (n ⫽ 1). The remaining studies
included one (2.8%) test of interpersonal therapy and one
test of motivational interviewing. The 35 UC conditions
tested were usual clinical therapy (outpatient, inpatient, or
day treatment; n ⫽ 18, 51.4%), usual intervention in youth
correctional or detention facilities or residential care (n ⫽
10, 28.6%), or usual case management (n ⫽ 7, 20.0%;
probation or social work case management).
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Treatment and Therapist Characteristics in
the EBT and UC Conditions
We first examined differences in the treatment characteristics evident in EBT and UC conditions. Table 2 shows
average characteristics of the EBTs and UCs; significant
EBT versus UC differences are noted with asterisks. Studies were significantly less likely to report the format (e.g.,
individual vs. group therapy; p ⬍ .001) and participants
(e.g., child sessions, parent sessions, family sessions,
teacher sessions; p ⬍ .01) of UC sessions than EBT sessions. When studies provided format and participant information for both the UC and the EBT groups (18 studies for
format, 27 studies for participants), the groups did not
differ on those characteristics. Studies were also significantly less likely to report assigning therapy homework
(p ⬍ .001) in the UC groups than in the EBT groups. As
might be expected, the EBT groups showed more effort to
support treatment integrity; they were more likely to report
pretreatment therapist training (p ⬍ .001), therapist supervision or other adherence checks (p ⬍ .001), and the use of
treatment manuals to guide treatment delivery (p ⬍ .001;
no UC group reported using a manual). Although EBT
procedures were generally described in some detail, we
found descriptions of the contents of most UC interventions
to be either absent or too thin to permit adequate characterization or classification.
Studies were also significantly less likely to report
dose information for UC groups than for EBT groups (p ⬍
.01). When all available information on dose was examined
together to determine which group for each comparison
received a larger dose of treatment, the EBT group received
a greater dose in 25 EBT–UC pairs (including studies in
which UC dose was not reported but the authors reported
that the EBT was provided in addition to UC for the EBT
group), the UC group received a larger dose in 4 pairs, and
the EBT and UC groups had an equal dose in 6 pairs.
Table 3 describes therapist characteristics for the EBT
and UC groups. Studies were significantly less likely to
report the degree (p ⬍ .001) or professional discipline (p ⬍
.001) of their UC therapists than their EBT therapists.
There were 24 EBT–UC pairs for which therapist vocation
was noted for both conditions, 16 pairs with therapist
degree noted for both conditions, and 11 pairs with therapist discipline noted for both conditions. For these cases,
EBT therapists were significantly more likely to be researchers or graduate trainees than were UC therapists (p ⬍
.05). There were no significant differences between conditions for therapist degree or discipline.
Mean EBT Versus UC ES Posttreatment and at
Follow-up
Averaging across the 32 studies, we found the mean WLS
ES for EBT versus UC was 0.30, indicating that the average youth treated with an EBT was better off after treatment than 62% of youths who received UC. This effect was
significantly different from 0 (z ⫽ 4.82, p ⬍ .0001). This
value falls between conventional cutoffs for small (0.20)
and medium (0.50) effects (based on Cohen, 1988). Sixteen
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Table 2
Treatment Characteristics of EBTs and UC
EBT
Characteristic

Format of treatment sessions
Groups using individual sessions
Groups using group sessions
Groups using individual and group sessions
Groups not reporting format
Treatment participants
Groups involving youths in sessions
Groups involving parents in sessions
Groups involving families in sessions
Groups involving teachers in sessions
Groups not reporting participants
Groups w/any homework assigned
Steps to support treatment integrity
Groups w/pretreatment therapist training
Groups w/supervision/adherence checks
Groups using treatment manuals
Groups reporting structured treatments
Treatment dose
Groups not reporting dose
Mean number of sessions
Mean number of weeks
Mean length of sessions in minutes
Mean total hours of treatment

%

M

UC
SD

n

%

41.7*
13.9
30.6
13.9

17.1
8.6
20.0
54.3***

80.6
41.7
36.1
22.2
0.0
72.2***

68.6
8.6
17.1
0.0
25.7**
8.6

36.1***
50.0***
47.2***
16.7

0.0
8.6
0.0
0.0

8.3

M

SD

n

12.0
15.5
48.5
18.3

6.3
10.6
20.9
16.2

13
13
8
11

45.7**
15.9*
12.6
31.2
19.6

8.7
7.1
22.3
13.1

22
28
19
24

Note. Significant differences between EBT and UC groups are indicated by asterisks next to the group that was significantly higher. EBT ⫽ evidence-based treatment;
UC ⫽ usual care.
* p ⬍ .05. ** p ⬍ .01. *** p ⬍ .001.

studies included follow-up data, collected a mean of 65.4
weeks (SD ⫽ 57.4 weeks) after the study began. The mean
ES value for these studies was 0.38 (z ⫽ 2.85, p ⬍ .01).
This ES value was actually larger than that obtained for the
posttreatment data for those 16 studies (mean ES ⫽ 0.32,
z ⫽ 3.37, p ⬍ .001), but this difference was not statistically
significant, t(15) ⫽ 0.93, p ⫽ .37. We also tested whether
the number of weeks between the beginning of treatment
and the follow-up assessment was significantly correlated
with magnitude of the follow-up ES. It was not (B ⫽ 0.002,
z ⫽ 1.06, p ⫽ .29).
Did the EBT Versus UC Difference Differ
Across Study Years?
We assessed whether the magnitude of the EBT–UC difference changed over the years. Superiority of EBTs might
be expected to increase over time if, for example, the
lessons learned through research have led to increasingly
effective EBTs. As an alternative, the superiority of EBTs
might fade over time if, for example, years of clinical
experience have improved UC or if information from clinical trials research has led to improvements in UC. To test
these possibilities, we assessed the association between
study year and EBT versus UC ESs. The relationship was
not significant (B ⫽ ⫺0.003, z ⫽ ⫺0.44, p ⫽ .66).
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Treatment and Therapist Characteristics as
Moderators of ES
Next we examined ES as a function of treatment and
therapist characteristics. We focused on variables that previous literature (e.g., Kazdin & Weisz, 2003; Weisz, 2004)
has suggested might account for superior effects of EBT
over UC conditions. One caveat warrants attention at the
outset. The grouping of studies for moderator tests cannot
be fully sensitive to all the potentially relevant conceptual
issues related to specific treatments. As an example, in one
test, we assessed whether the size of the EBT versus UC
difference was related to the use of homework in EBTs.
Most EBTs emphasize homework, and most of the UC
conditions did not appear to emphasize homework, as best
we could tell from the descriptions provided, but there were
likely exceptions in both cases. Thus, a more precise analysis might have included the degree of homework emphasis
in EBT and UC as a factor, but we lacked sufficient
information from study descriptions to make such an analysis possible.
Was the superiority of EBTs over UC accounted for by a larger dose of treatment in
EBTs? To explore whether EBTs obtained superior effects simply by providing more treatment, we tested
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Table 3
Therapist Characteristics of EBTs and UC
EBT
Characteristic

Therapist vocation
% graduate student or researcher
% clinician
% nonclinician or nonresearcher
Groups not reporting vocation
Therapist degree
% therapists with high school diploma
% therapists with bachelor’s degree
% therapists with master’s degree
% therapists with doctoral degree
Groups not reporting therapist degrees
Therapist professional discipline
% paraprofessional
% social workers
% psychologists
% psychiatrists
Groups not reporting discipline

M

SD

20.6*
33.0
11.5

36.0
43.0
28.8

UC
%

M

SD

2.9
45.6
13.6

11.8
46.0
27.9

19.4
6.9
7.5
40.0
10.4

24.4
19.7
41.0
25.8

28.6
0.0
2.7
29.2
6.9

0.0
9.2
38.2
16.9

22.2
15.5
11.9
25.9
1.9

33.0
24.8
36.9
8.7

54.3***
4.7
9.5
11.6
0.9

33.3

%

18.3
23.8
23.7
3.9
65.7***

Note. Significant differences between EBT and UC groups are indicated by asterisks next to the group that was significantly higher. EBT ⫽ evidence-based treatment;
UC ⫽ usual care.
* p ⬍ .05. *** p ⬍ .001.

whether the mean ES for the 25 cases in which the EBT
group received a greater dose of treatment than the UC
group did was significantly different from the mean ES for
the 10 cases in which the UC group received more treatment or the dose was equal. The mean ES for the 25
comparisons in which the EBT group received a higher
dose of treatment was 0.29 (z ⫽ 3.94, p ⬍ .001), and the
mean ES for the 10 comparisons with a higher dose in UC
or an equal dose was 0.25, marginally significantly different from 0 (z ⫽ 1.78, p ⫽ .07). This difference in ESs was
not significant, Q(1, 34) ⫽ 0.08, p ⫽ .77. This dichotomous
categorical approach to the dose question allowed us to
include a particularly large proportion of our pool of studies in the analysis. But, as a complement, we included a
more precise continuous variable analysis as well, investigating whether ES values could be predicted from the
difference between EBT and UC doses for each study. We
used the difference in total hours of treatment for these
analyses, as total hours was the most commonly reported
indicator of dose across studies. The difference was computed as hours of EBT minus hours of UC, so that a
positive relation between this variable and ES would indicate that studies in which EBTs had a higher dose than UC
also had higher ES values. Using the difference also allowed for the use of groups that did not specify the amount
of UC received but did state that the EBT group received a
specific amount of treatment in addition to UC (e.g., if the
EBT group was provided with six hours of CBT in addition
to UC, the difference in dose was considered six hours).
This variable was available for 20 studies. The difference
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in hours of treatment was not a significant predictor of ES
(B ⫽ 0.005, z ⫽ 0.74, p ⫽ .46).
Was the superiority of EBTs over UC due to
the use of homework to facilitate treatment
generalization? EBT descriptions were significantly
more likely than UC descriptions to note inclusion of
therapy homework assignments (see Table 2). We computed mean ES separately for the 29 comparisons in which
the EBT group was assigned homework and the 10 comparisons in which they were not. The WLS ES mean for
comparisons involving homework was 0.33 (z ⫽ 5.07, p ⬍
.001); the mean for studies not involving homework was
only 0.15, not significantly different from 0 (z ⫽ 1.60, p ⫽
.19). However, this ES difference was not statistically
significant, Q(1, 38) ⫽ 1.87, p ⫽ .17.
Was the superiority of EBT over UC due to
efforts to ensure treatment integrity? EBT descriptions were significantly more likely than UC descriptions to note the use of pretherapy training, treatment
manuals, and adherence checks (see Table 2). We computed mean ES separately for the 14 comparisons for which
pretherapy training was reported for the EBT group and
the 25 comparisons in which no such training was reported for the EBT condition. Mean ES was 0.24 (z ⫽
2.83, p ⬍ .01) for comparisons with pretherapy training
and 0.33 (z ⫽ 4.28, p ⬍ .0001) for comparisons not
reporting pretherapy training; this difference was not
statistically significant, Q(1, 38) ⫽ 0.57, p ⫽ .45. We
also computed mean ES for the 19 comparisons in which
ongoing supervision or adherence checks were reported
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for the EBT condition and the 20 comparisons for which
no supervision or adherence checks were reported. ES
was 0.26 (z ⫽ 3.33, p ⬍ .001) for comparisons for which
supervision or adherence checks were reported and 0.32
(z ⫽ 3.74, p ⬍ .001) for comparisons without such
checks; this ES difference was not significant, Q(1,
38) ⫽ 0.34, p ⫽ .56. Finally, we computed separate
mean ES values for EBTs that had manuals (n ⫽ 19) and
EBTs for which no manual was reported (n ⫽ 20). ES
was 0.34 (z ⫽ 4.46, p ⬍ .0001) for comparisons with
EBTs having manuals and 0.21 (z ⫽ 2.36, p ⬍ .05) for
comparisons with EBTs without manuals; this ES difference was also not significant, Q(1, 38) ⫽ 1.16, p ⫽ .28.
Finally, we computed mean ES separately for the 12
comparisons that reported pretherapy training, ongoing adherence checks, and treatment manuals for the EBT group
and the 16 comparisons that reported none of these for the
EBT group. Mean ES was 0.21 (z ⫽ 2.51, p ⬍ .05) for
comparisons that reported all three treatment integrity elements and 0.28 (z ⫽ 3.09, p ⬍ .01) for comparisons that did
not; this difference (in the opposite direction of what might
be expected) was not statistically significant, Q(1, 27) ⫽
0.29, p ⫽ .59.
Was the superiority of EBT over UC accounted for by the use of research therapists
to deliver the EBTs? To determine whether EBTs
outperformed UC because the EBT therapists were research therapists or graduate students (e.g., from within the
investigators’ research teams), we compared the mean ES
of the 10 comparisons that reported that research therapists
or graduate students delivered the EBTs with the mean ES
of the 20 comparisons that did not (7 comparisons not
reporting therapist vocation for EBT therapists and 2 comparisons reporting that graduate student therapists delivered
the UC were excluded from the analysis). The mean ES
value for comparisons in which research therapists delivered the EBT was 0.43 (z ⫽ 3.80, p ⬍ .001), compared
with a mean ES of 0.25 (z ⫽ 3.78, p ⬍ .001) for comparisons in which EBTs were not delivered by research therapists. This difference, although substantial, was not significant, Q(1, 29) ⫽ 1.86, p ⫽ .17.
Sample Characteristics as Moderators of ES
Next, we examined sample characteristics as moderators of
the difference between EBT and UC conditions.
Was the superiority of EBT over UC only
evident in samples of voluntary treatment
seekers? We compared the ES for the 13 studies involving participants for whom participation in mental
health services was voluntary (e.g., clinically referred
youths from outpatient, inpatient, day treatment, or residential clinics) with the 17 studies in which participation
was not a voluntary choice (e.g., youths incarcerated or
court ordered to treatment). The mean ES for the studies
with voluntary participants was 0.31 (z ⫽ 2.80, p ⬍ .01);
the mean ES for the studies with nonvoluntary serviceseeking participants was 0.33 (z ⫽ 4.15, p ⬍ .0001). This
ES difference was not significant, Q(1, 29) ⫽ 0.03, p ⫽ .88.
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Was the superiority of EBT over UC reduced as ethnic minority representation increased? We tested the possibility that EBTs might not
be as effective with samples that include ethnic minority
youth, in part because the EBTs were not originally designed specifically for such youth (see, e.g., discussion in
Bernal & Scharrón-del-Rı́o, 2001). Twenty studies provided information on the ethnicities of their participants.
For those studies, we predicted ES from the percentage of
participants who were Caucasian. ES did not change significantly with changes in the proportion of Caucasian
versus minority youth (B ⫽ 0.004, z ⫽ 1.26, p ⫽ .21).
Was the superiority of EBTs over UC reduced in more severe samples? Next we tested
whether the superiority of EBTs over UC was diminished
or vacated in samples of participants with severe psychopathology, a possibility discussed in the introduction. For
this test, we defined severe samples as those involving
youths who were (a) inpatients, (b) incarcerated, (c) previously arrested, or (d) living in residential institutions. The
mean ES for the 21 studies with these high-severity samples was 0.32 (z ⫽ 4.09, p ⬍ .0001); the mean ES for the
11 studies with low-severity samples was 0.27 (z ⫽ 3.52,
p ⬍ .05). The difference in ES was not significant, Q(1,
31) ⫽ 0.14, p ⫽ .71.
Was the superiority of EBTs over UC reduced in comorbid samples? To test the possibility that the advantage of EBTs over UC would be diminished by the presence of comorbidity, as discussed in the
introduction, we compared the mean ES for the 7 studies
reporting diagnosed comorbidity in some or all of their
sample with the mean ES for the 25 studies not reporting
diagnostic comorbidity. The mean ES for studies in the
comorbidity group was 0.26 (z ⫽ 1.87, p ⫽ .06); the mean
ES for studies not reporting diagnosed comorbidity was
0.31 (z ⫽ 4.50, p ⬍ .0001). This difference in ES values
was not significant, Q(1, 31) ⫽ 0.08, p ⫽ .77.
Design Characteristics as Moderators of ES
Next we turned to design factors that might have accounted
for the superiority of EBT over UC conditions.
Was the EBT versus UC difference influenced by differences in therapist pools? In
some of the EBT versus UC comparisons, therapists for the
two conditions were drawn from the same pool of individuals; in other comparisons, therapists were drawn from
entirely different pools (e.g., researcher therapists delivering the EBT vs. staff of a residential facility delivering
UC). We sought to learn whether the magnitude of the
EBT–UC difference was related to whether investigators
selected therapists from the same pool (this was done in 6
of 39 comparisons) and, when they did so, whether individuals from that pool were randomly assigned to EBT
versus UC conditions. We could address the first question
but not the second, because only two studies involved
random assignment of therapists from the same pool. Our
analyses showed that the mean ES value for the 6 comparisons involving therapists from the same pool was 0.22
(z ⫽ 1.54, p ⫽ .13). This ES value, although smaller, did
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not differ significantly from the 33 comparisons that did not
involve therapists from the same pool (mean ES ⫽ 0.30,
z ⫽ 4.79, p ⬍ .0001), Q(1, 38) ⫽ 0.29, p ⫽ .59.
Was the EBT versus UC difference influenced by differences in treatment setting? In
some of the EBT versus UC comparisons, interventions for
the two conditions were carried out in the same setting; in
other comparisons, entirely different settings were used
(e.g., therapist’s office and home visits vs. probation office). Because setting characteristics may influence intervention effects, we sought to determine whether the magnitude of the EBT–UC difference was related to whether
investigators used the same setting (n ⫽ 26 comparisons)
or different settings (n ⫽ 4 comparisons; the 9 comparisons
in which either setting was unknown were excluded from
this analysis). The mean ES value for the comparisons
taking place in the same setting was 0.28 (z ⫽ 3.64, p ⬍
.001); the mean ES for the comparisons taking place in
different settings was 0.45 (z ⫽ 2.91, p ⬍ .01). This
difference in ES values was not significant, Q(1, 29) ⫽
0.99, p ⫽ .32.
Is the superiority of EBT over UC due to the
inclusion of studies that did not involve pure
comparisons of a psychotherapy EBT to psychotherapy UC? To include the most complete collection of studies relevant to the EBT versus UC question,
we considered studies in which participants received medications in addition to therapy, studies in which the EBT
was administered in addition to UC, studies in which a
psychotherapy placebo was administered in addition to UC,
and studies in which UC involved case management services (e.g., probation and referral) that may or may not
have included significant doses of psychotherapy. To assess whether including these studies might have led to
larger ESs than would have been obtained had we focused
exclusively on studies where a pure EBT psychotherapy
condition (i.e., without medication or other services) was
compared with a pure usual psychotherapy condition (i.e.,
where subjects clearly received mental health services), we
used a sequential approach, dropping studies in stages,
moving progressively closer to a pool of pure EBT versus
UC comparison studies. This analysis was done at the
group level, because groups varied within studies on characteristics used in the sequential approach.
To avoid potential confounds associated with participants taking medications in addition to their psychotherapy, we first dropped comparisons in which the authors
indicated that some or all of the participants in the EBT or
UC group were taking psychotropic medications during the
study. The resulting sample of 30 EBT versus UC comparisons had a mean WLS ES value of 0.33, which was
slightly larger than our overall mean WLS ES of 0.30 and
still significantly greater than 0 (z ⫽ 5.00, p ⬍ .0001).
We then dropped studies in which the EBT was administered in addition to UC, to avoid the possibility that
these studies artificially increased the overall ES simply by
providing more services to participants. Dropping these
studies also removed all studies where a psychotherapy
placebo condition was added to the UC regimen, thus
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changing the nature of the UC services. The resulting
sample of 16 comparisons had a mean WLS ES value of
0.26, somewhat smaller than those reported above but still
significantly greater than 0 (z ⫽ 3.14, p ⬍ .01).
Finally, we dropped studies where the UC condition
did not explicitly include formal psychotherapy, to test
whether the ES difference between the EBTs and UC could
be explained by the fact that many compared a treatment
condition with some form of case management services
that might not entail formal psychotherapy for all cases
assigned to the condition (e.g., usual probation services
where many, but not all, are referred for therapy). The
resulting sample of 11 pure comparisons had a mean WLS
EBT versus UC ES value of 0.25, which was only marginally greater than 0 (z ⫽ 1.87, p ⫽ .06), due in part to small
sample size. This ES was also marginally lower than the
overall mean WLS ES of 0.30 obtained for the 28 comparisons that had been dropped from the analysis, Q(1, 38) ⫽
0.06, p ⫽ .81.
Was the estimation of the EBT versus UC ES
affected by including dissertations? It is possible that the ESs in the present analyses—which included
dissertations that may have been methodologically weaker
than published studies or EBTs that may not have been so
skillfully delivered—were smaller than would have been
obtained had we relied solely on studies that had passed
through the peer review process for publication. To test this
hypothesis, we compared ESs from the 23 published studies with those of the 9 unpublished dissertations. The mean
ES value for the published studies was 0.32 (z ⫽ 4.69, p ⬍
.0001), compared with the dissertation mean ES of 0.20,
which did not differ significantly from 0 (z ⫽ 1.38, p ⫽
.17). The ES difference between published and unpublished
studies was not statistically significant, Q(1, 31) ⫽ 0.59,
p ⫽ .44.
Was the superiority of EBT over UC greater
for official empirically supported treatments
(ESTs)? To be as inclusive as possible, we included in
the present study EBTs from several reviews in addition to
the official lists of ESTs for youths published in the 1998
special issue of the Journal of Clinical Child Psychology
(Lonigan & Elbert, 1998) and updates in press at the
Journal of Clinical Child and Adolescent Psychology (Silverman & Hinshaw, in press). It is possible that the ESs in
the present analyses, which included EBTs with some
empirical support but not the level required to make the
official EST lists, were smaller than would have been
obtained had we relied solely on official ESTs. To test this
hypothesis, we compared ESs from comparisons that involved official ESTs with those that did not. The mean ES
for the 19 comparisons involving official ESTs was 0.35
(z ⫽ 4.62, p ⬍ .0001); the mean ES for the 20 comparisons
not involving official ESTs was 0.21 (z ⫽ 2.50, p ⬍ .05).
This difference, although substantial, was not statistically
significant, Q(1, 38) ⫽ 1.63, p ⫽ .20.
Was the EBT versus UC difference larger in
studies conducted by the EBT developer? Finally, we compared ESs in studies in which the EBT
developer was involved as a study author or, for disserta683

tions, a member of the author’s dissertation committee
versus ESs from studies in which neither was the case.
There are several reasons why some might expect larger
EBT versus UC differences in studies where EBT developers have been involved. It is possible, for example, that
some treatment developers may be especially vigilant about
study design and procedures when their own handiwork—
that is, their treatment program—is under close scrutiny in
competition with an alternative intervention. It is also possible that the strength of a particular EBT will be maximized in a trial where such critical elements as therapist
training and supervision and fidelity monitoring can be
overseen by the developer, who knows the treatment program particularly well. Whatever the reason, we did find
that the mean ES for the 30 comparisons in which the EBT
developer was author or advisor was 0.33 (z ⫽ 5.24, p ⬍
.0001) and that the mean ES for the 9 remaining comparisons was 0.09 (z ⫽ 0.61, p ⫽ .54). The ES difference was
not significant, Q(1, 38) ⫽ 2.53, p ⫽ .11.

Discussion
The question of whether evidence-based youth treatments
outperform UC is both hotly debated and highly significant
in its implications for psychology and other mental health
disciplines. Proponents of EBTs have maintained that interventions that have been tested and shown to work are
more likely to be beneficial than interventions that have not
been tested empirically and/or have not been shown to
work. However, many in the field (cited in the introduction)
have expressed concern that the evidence supporting EBTs
is flawed in important ways and that the EBTs themselves
may be so structured, preplanned, inflexible, and hard to
individualize that they will be unable to match the potency
and effectiveness of real-world clinical care by providers
who are not constrained by protocols listed in manuals.
Some have argued that these limitations may be especially
problematic with severe cases and with minority youth.
Previous reviews bearing on this debate have involved
indirect comparison of EBT and UC outcomes based on
separate collections of EBT studies and UC studies. Although mean effects have been larger in collections of
structured treatments described in manuals than in separate
collections of UC interventions, numerous differences between the pools of studies have made the findings difficult
to interpret with confidence. In the present meta-analysis,
we sought to overcome this problem by examining a collection of studies in which EBTs were directly compared
with UC, with youths randomly assigned to EBT versus
UC conditions.
Our findings support the view that EBTs have generally outperformed UC in direct, randomized comparisons.
With our full sample of 32 studies, we found a mean ES of
0.30, falling between conventional benchmarks for small
and medium effects (see Cohen, 1988). With more restrictive comparisons, the mean effect was reduced somewhat
(e.g., to 0.25 for the most restrictive pure EBT vs. UC
studies). The magnitude of the EBT versus UC effect is
lower than the average effect of 0.54 found in the most
recent broad-based meta-analyses of youth psychotherapy
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trials (Weisz et al., 1995). However, that larger effect was
based on comparisons of active treatments with control
conditions, most of which were passive or inert (e.g., no
treatment, attention control, or waitlist groups). The present
EBT versus UC studies were all comparisons between two
active interventions, both intended to have beneficial effects; treatment-versus-treatment comparisons are known
to show markedly more modest effects than treatment–
control comparisons (see, e.g., Kazdin, Bass, Ayers, &
Rodgers, 1990).
Our findings have implications for both clinical science and clinical practice. On the clinical science front, the
findings may be relevant to the culture of treatment testing.
Treatment developers are under considerable pressure (in
the grant review process and in journal publication practices) to not simply replicate findings from one study to the
next but rather to make each study innovative and push the
boundaries of what has been done. This press for innovation and risk may limit opportunities to simply pile up a
series of large ESs by repeating successful study procedures over and over again. As an example of pushing the
boundaries to learn something new, the study in our collection by Kerfoot, Harrington, Rogers, and Verduyn
(2004) warrants attention. Kerfoot et al. took a chance by
placing considerable responsibility for learning and implementing CBT for youth depression in the hands of practitioners within a service system. By not using efficacy trial
procedures to ensure CBT fidelity and skill on the part of
the practitioners, Kerfoot et al. sought new information but
risked a low ES in comparison to UC; they found just that
(ES ⫽ ⫺0.07; see Table 1). Studies like this and others in
a field where innovation and risk are the norm may well
lead to a lower mean ES than if study authors were simply
repeating their most successful approaches to accumulate a
series of large effects. This risk is magnified by the fact that
UC is a heterogeneous category, encompassing diverse
interventions and providers, some likely to be quite effective. Thus, any specific EBT may or may not fare well in
comparison to UC, depending on the potency of the particular variant of UC that prevails in the setting being
studied. In sum, the mean ES found in this meta-analysis
may be best viewed not as the largest that could possibly be
found in comparing EBTs and UC but rather as a picture of
what has been found to date given a broad array of UC
contrasts and a research climate that discourages safe replication and encourages novelty and risk.
A closely related form of risk arises when treatments
are taken out of the safety zone of efficacy trial conditions
and tested in effectiveness trials—that is, with clinically
referred groups in representative clinical practice conditions. Under these circumstances, it has been suggested
(e.g., in Weisz, 2004) that simple replication of EBT procedures exactly as used in efficacy trials may not work
well, given the numerous differences that exist between the
conditions of efficacy trials and the conditions of clinical
practice. To address these differences, we have proposed a
deployment-focused model of treatment development and
testing to guide the process of adapting EBTs and fitting
them to clinical practice contexts (see Weisz, 2004). AlOctober 2006 ● American Psychologist

though relatively few of the studies in the present metaanalysis would qualify as full-fledged effectiveness trials,
the studies did involve some effectiveness elements, including efforts to bring tested treatments to the youths,
clinicians, and/or settings of everyday intervention, albeit
often with little adjustment or adaptation of the treatments
noted. It is possible that the most effective EBTs ultimately
will be those that have undergone an iterative process
involving stages of adaptation and testing to maximize their
impact within the most relevant UC contexts. Because this
process is likely to be an extended one, the most successful
EBTs relative to UC may well be many years in the making
and may differ in substantial ways from the current generation of treatments.
As for the current evidence base, a good deal may be
learned from the variability of effects across studies. Four
studies in our collection showed large effects (by Cohen’s
1988 standards) favoring EBTs, suggesting the possibility
that certain treatments (e.g., multisystemic therapy, parent
management training, problem-solving skills training, and
cognitive self-instruction training) may have unusual potential to improve on everyday care in certain intervention
contexts. Five additional studies showed medium to large
effects favoring EBTs. At the other extreme, five studies
found UC to be superior to EBTs (although not all differences were significant; see Table 1). It certainly seems
likely that some forms of UC, administered by skilled
practitioners, will have beneficial effects. It also seems
likely that some ordinarily beneficial EBTs could be delivered by some therapists in unskilled ways that do not help
their young clients. Understanding such individual variations and the factors responsible for them could be enormously helpful to the field. More broadly, the genre of
research comparing specific structured treatments with
usual clinical practices may hold considerable promise for
the field as the array of EBTs expands, particularly if
complemented by an increasingly well-specified taxonomy
of usual clinical practices for various types of referred
individuals. Under these conditions, it should be possible to
identify with increasing precision those situations in which
introducing evidence-based, manual-guided treatments
is—and is not—likely to improve outcomes and thus warrant the effort required to alter current practice.
As for current practice, those who plan and deliver
clinical care are apt to find the mean effect across all of our
EBT versus UC comparisons less useful than evidence
from the specific individual comparisons. The fact that
some EBTs looked particularly strong in comparison to UC
whereas others did not highlights the need for careful
selection of treatments. Further complicating the picture is
the heterogeneity of UC and the likelihood that some forms
of UC may work better than others and may outperform
EBTs for certain target problems. Taken together, these
facts suggest that those who are selecting treatments for
youths in clinical care cannot safely assume that any EBT
they choose will improve on any form of UC. Instead, our
findings argue for a more precise strategy: detailed examination of the evidence base to identify specific treatments
that appear strong for the target problems of interest in the
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setting of interest combined with frequent assessment of
youth treatment responses to gauge whether the interventions selected are, in fact, having the desired effect.
Discussion of clinical practice applications brings us
back to the questions many have raised about the realworld utility of EBTs, as discussed in the introduction.
Concerns have been raised that EBTs may not fare well
with complex, severe, or comorbid cases and that the
preplanned and structured nature of many EBTs may hamper therapists’ ability to individualize treatment, build a
strong therapeutic relationship, respond to unexpected
events in the course of therapy, or fit treatments to the
needs of minority youths and families (see discussions in
Addis & Krasnow, 2000; Addis & Waltz, 2002; Bernal &
Scharrón-Del-Rı́o, 2001; Garfield, 1996; Hall, 2001; Havik
& VandenBos, 1996; Strupp & Anderson, 1997; Westen et
al., 2004a, 2004b). Although we grouped studies in a
variety of ways for different EBT versus UC contrasts, the
groupings rather consistently showed EBTs to be superior
to UC comparison conditions. This suggests that whatever
challenges EBTs may confront in treating youths in realworld care situations, those challenges have not prevented
EBTs from demonstrating generally superior effects. Significantly, we found that EBTs fared about equally well
with more and less severe groups (e.g., inpatient and incarcerated youth vs. outpatients) and that ESs were not
significantly reduced as the percentage of minority youths
in study samples increased.
However, our findings do not necessarily invalidate all
the concerns raised by critics of EBTs. The relatively
modest magnitude of the EBT versus UC ESs obtained in
our analyses, notwithstanding the previous discussion, do
suggest that considerable room for improvement remains.
It is quite possible that EBTs could be strengthened by
being altered to address concerns raised by critics—for
instance, by finding better ways to address comorbidity;
introducing greater flexibility in therapist use of EBT components; progressively adapting EBTs to fit the conditions
of usual clinical care; and, more broadly, conducting intervention research in collaboration with mental health providers (see, e.g., Chorpita, Delaiden, & Weisz, in press;
Garland, Hurlburt, & Hawley, 2006; Weisz, 2004).
It is intriguing to consider our findings in light of the
literature on the dodo bird verdict that “everybody has
won, and all must have prizes” (see, e.g., Luborsky et al.,
2002; Rosenzweig, 1936). This is the notion that different
therapies will have similar effects, in part because common
factors (e.g., therapeutic alliance) drive treatment outcome
more than do specific features of specific interventions.
From one perspective, our findings are inconsistent with
the dodo bird verdict: Across several ways of structuring
EBT versus UC comparisons, our results rather consistently showed effects favoring EBT over UC. This suggests
that there may be specific factors inherent in EBTs that
provide an advantage over UC. However, from another
perspective, our findings are not totally inconsistent with
the dodo bird notion, in that the overall magnitude of
effects was relatively modest. Moreover, some evidence
does link therapeutic alliance to treatment benefit in youth
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mental health care across significant variations in the specific therapeutic procedures used (see, e.g., Hawley &
Weisz, 2005; McLeod & Weisz, 2005; Shirk & Karver,
2003). Understanding the extent to which treatment effects
derive from specific intervention procedures, such as those
of EBTs, versus more general common factors, such as
therapeutic alliance, remains a key task for youth treatment
researchers, notwithstanding the evidence presented here
on the relative advantage of EBTs over UC.
A meta-analysis of studies comparing EBTs to UC
provides a close look at the quality of research on the topic
and can thus generate ideas for how the research can be
improved. We recognize that many of the studies in our
collection were originally designed mainly for purposes
other than EBT versus UC comparison and that the methodology in some of these studies may have fit their primary
goals well. However, for those planning future studies to
directly compare EBTs with UC, we stress that the most
interpretable findings are generated by studies in which the
EBT and UC conditions are well-matched for factors that
might influence treatment outcome. In our collection of
studies, relatively few comparisons showed extensive
matching in this regard. Intervention dose, for example,
was explicitly equated across conditions in only 6 of the 37
studies. We had hoped, at one point, to create a wellmatched set of studies in which the EBT and UC conditions
had (a) drawn youths from exactly the same pool and
randomized them to EBT and UC, (b) drawn therapists
from the same pool and randomized them to EBT and UC,
(c) arranged for EBT and UC interventions to be delivered
in the same setting, and (d) provided equal or at least very
similar doses of treatment in the EBT and UC conditions.
Although we required all of our studies to meet the first
criterion, the number of studies in our collection of 32 that
met all four criteria for the most balanced comparison was
0. Our experience left us convinced that there is significant
room for improvement in research design in comparisons
of EBT and UC.
There is also significant room for improvement in
coverage of treated conditions and in study-reporting procedures. On the coverage front, note that most of the
studies to date have addressed delinquency and conduct
problems. With only two studies on depression and one on
anxiety, we can say little thus far about the relative strength
of EBTs and UC in the treatment of internalizing problems
and disorders. On the study-reporting front, we see a number of problems. One reason for our inability to create a
pool of well-matched studies, as noted in the previous
paragraph, was that so many of the studies failed to provide
necessary information: for example, on therapists (who
they were, what their qualifications and characteristics
were, how they were selected, whether they were trained,
whether EBT and UC therapists came from the same pool,
and whether they were randomly assigned to condition), on
the interventions (details of the EBT intervention procedures; the UC intervention procedures; and the dose,
amount, and duration of each), and on the location(s)
(where the intervention occurred and what the setting was
like). Even addressing the timely and important question of
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ethnicity as a moderator of treatment impact was made
difficult by the fact that only 20 of the 32 studies provided
ethnicity information on their samples. More ample reporting on participants, therapists, interventions, and settings
would make studies more valuable and increase the potential for informative reviews and meta-analyses.
Although all of the reporting problems identified here
were significant, the most striking was the extreme rarity of
reporting on what actually happened (i.e., what procedures
were used) in the UC intervention conditions. Moreover,
authors reporting UC versus EBTs were significantly less
likely to report treatment format, participants, dose, therapist degree, and even professional discipline. If psychotherapy research is to take seriously the notion that effective
treatments may be found within current clinical practices
(see, e.g., Garland et al., 2006; Weisz, 2004; Westen et al.,
2004a, 2004b), it should be clear that an essential starting
point is a clear description of what those current practices
are and who is delivering them to whom and in what
contexts. More information on UC in studies comparing
such care with EBTs could help generate an increasingly
complete account of the kinds of mental health care that are
and are not outperformed by EBTs. Careful documentation
could help investigators identify specific kinds of treatments in clinical care that show beneficial effects, warranting further testing and perhaps ultimately dissemination.
By contrast, not even those studies in the present metaanalysis that showed UC outperforming EBTs offered
much to build on, because the descriptions did not convey
in much detail just what the effective UC procedures were,
what kinds of therapists provided them, and to exactly what
kinds of youths. Much of what we found to be missing
(e.g., participant ethnicity, therapist discipline) could be
added with only minor effort by investigators and with no
new methodology required. But even such complex phenomena as the contents of UC interventions can now be
characterized both through therapist report (see Weersing,
Weisz, & Donenberg, 2002) and coder review of session
recordings (see, e.g., McLeod, 2004). Thus, in principle, it
is quite possible to address in future research the reporting
problems noted here. The findings of the present metaanalysis, combined with the important kinds of information
we needed but could not obtain, highlight the need for
much more thorough documentation in studies comparing
UC with EBTs.
Although the findings do highlight information gaps,
they also provide a rather uniform answer to the main
question addressed in this meta-analysis: In our principal
analyses, across numerous ways of structuring comparisons
and varying the collections of studies being compared,
EBTs produced better outcomes than did usual clinical
care. Differences across the various analyses involved variations in the magnitude of effects, not in their direction.
The evidence synthesized here does indicate that EBTs
have moderately outperformed UC in a variety of contexts.
Summary evidence of this kind is useful in a number of
ways. However, from the perspective of both researchers
and practitioners, the most important next steps may well
be those taken in relation to specific treatments, provided
October 2006 ● American Psychologist

by specific clinicians, for specific groups of youths, with
specific problems and disorders, in specific contexts where
specific forms of UC prevail. In work focused at this level,
learning which treatments are most helpful and why will
require significant advances in both research design and
research reporting in the years ahead.
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